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Abstract: Recent years have seen increased survey and sampling expeditions to the
Clarion-Clipperton Zone (CCZ), central Pacific Ocean abyss, driven by commercial interests
from contractors in the potential extraction of polymetallic nodules in the region. Part of the
International Seabed Authority (ISA) regulatory requirements are that these contractors undertake
environmental research expeditions to their CCZ exploration claims following guidelines approved
by the ISA Legal and Technical Commission (ISA, 2010). Section 9 (e) of these guidelines instructs
contractors to “ . . . collect data on the sea floor communities specifically relating to megafauna,
macrofauna, meiofauna, microfauna, nodule fauna and demersal scavengers”. There are a number
of methodological challenges to this, including the water depth (4000–5000 m), extremely warm
surface waters (~28 ˝C) compared to bottom water (~1.5 ˝C) and great distances to ports requiring
a large and long seagoing expedition with only a limited number of scientists. Both scientists
and regulators have recently realized that a major gap in our knowledge of the region is the
fundamental taxonomy of the animals that live there; this is essential to inform our knowledge
of the biogeography, natural history and ultimately our stewardship of the region. Recognising
this, the ISA is currently sponsoring a series of taxonomic workshops on the CCZ fauna and to
assist in this process we present here a series of methodological pipelines for DNA taxonomy
(incorporating both molecular and morphological data) of the macrofauna and megafauna from
the CCZ benthic habitat in the recent ABYSSLINE cruise program to the UK-1 exploration claim.
A major problem on recent CCZ cruises has been the collection of high-quality samples suitable
for both morphology and DNA taxonomy, coupled with a workflow that ensures these data are
made available. The DNA sequencing techniques themselves are relatively standard, once good
samples have been obtained. The key to quality taxonomic work on macrofaunal animals from the
tropical abyss is careful extraction of the animals (in cold, filtered seawater), microscopic observation
and preservation of live specimens, from a variety of sampling devices by experienced zoologists
at sea. Essential to the long-term iterative building of taxonomic knowledge from the CCZ is
an “end-to-end” methodology to the taxonomic science that takes into account careful sampling
design, at-sea taxonomic identification and fixation, post-cruise laboratory work with both DNA and
morphology and finally a careful sample and data management pipeline that results in specimens
and data in accessible open museum collections and online repositories.
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1. Introduction

Recent years have seen increased survey and sampling expeditions to the Clarion-Clipperton
Zone, central Pacific Ocean (CCZ), driven by commercial interests in the potential extraction of
polymetallic nodules in the region [1,2]. For signatory nations to the United Nations Convention
on the Law of the Sea (UNCLOS), the commercial exploration or exploitation of areas of the seafloor
beyond national jurisdiction is regulated in combination by the International Seabed Authority (ISA),
established under UNCLOS, and national governments that act as “sponsor” to commercial or other
organisations that enter into contract with the ISA. The recent “surge” of interest in exploration for
polymetallic nodule mining in the CCZ could be said to have started around 2006, with the signing
of a contract between the Federal Institute for Geosciences and Natural Resources of Germany (BGR)
and the ISA. Since that time, a further seven exploration contracts have been signed, bringing the
total number of ISA CCZ exploration contracts to 13 [1] (Figure 1).
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Figure 1. The Clarion-Clipperton Zone, central eastern Pacific, here illustrated with International
Seabed Authority contracted polymetallic-nodule exploration claim areas as of February 2013,
together with Areas of Particular Environmental Interest (current proposed, but not ratified, marine
protected areas) over an approximately 6 million sq km region of the planet. Source: ISA [1].
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Part of the ISA regulatory requirements are that contractors undertake environmental research
expeditions (hereafter “cruises”) to their CCZ exploration claims following guidelines put forward
by the ISA Legal and Technical Commission [3]. Section 9 (e) of these guidelines instructs
contractors to “ . . . collect data on the sea floor communities specifically relating to megafauna,
macrofauna, meiofauna, microfauna, nodule fauna and demersal scavengers”. There are a number of
methodological challenges to this, including the water depth (4000–5000 m), extremely warm surface
waters (~28 ˝C) compared to bottom water (~1.5 ˝C) and great distances to ports requiring a large and
long seagoing expedition with only a limited number of scientists. Additionally, the ISA guidelines
are vague and do not, for example, specify if species are to be identified, or new species described.
However, the ISA and others have recognized that contractors, and academic cruises associated with
contractors or state sponsors, are interpreting the guidelines in different ways, and there is a lack of
taxonomic standardization across the CCZ environmental effort [4].

A simple (imaginary) example of this problem is as follows: Cruise Program “CCZ-Alpha”
sponsored by Contractor “X” collects seafloor samples or imagery in their CCZ exploration claim
and identifies specimens from one another by using morphological characters associated with the
specimens, naming them “Species 1, 2, 3 . . . ” and so on. Cruise Program “CCZ-Beta”, sponsored by
National Government “Y” collects samples and imagery in a different exploration claim and identifies
them by morphological characters and names them “Species A, B, C . . . ”. Finally, Cruise Program
“CCZ-Charlie”, sponsored by Contractor Z, collects samples and identifies them from one another
purely by DNA sequencing, naming them “Operational Taxonomic Unit A1, B1, C1 . . . ” and so on.

It is not difficult to see the problems that this creates. Whilst each dataset is of value, for example
in determining the number of probable species in a particular exploration claim and their relative
abundance (and community structure), the datasets as they stand cannot be combined to determine,
for example, the total regional species list or the ranges of those species across the region. These two
key pieces of information are likely to be of the greatest significance in determining the potential
environmental impacts of mining activities in the area. As it stands, they cannot be estimated, despite
an estimated 130 research cruises having taken place to the CCZ since the first interest in mining the
area in the early 1970s [2] and 18 contractor-led cruises in 2014 alone [5].

The problem of taxonomic standardization in biology is not a new problem. Linnaeus first
recognized this in the 17th century and devised a simple and powerful nomenclatural system that
has allowed us to describe the biodiversity of our planet in a common language. Over the years, the
system has been refined into a series of rules for the naming of species and higher groups exemplified
in the International Code for Zoological Nomenclature [6]. Taxonomy is at its heart a linguistic linking
tool, and like other tools that use common links (e.g., the internet) it has been extremely successful
and useful.

The problem in the CCZ is that there has never been any significant effort to undertake taxonomic
synthesis following ICZN rules and modern academic standards, and there has never been any effort
to provide useful guides or tools to allow non-specialists to identify the animals that live there.
This has greatly impeded what should have been an iterative growth of knowledge in the biology
of the region.

In response to this, the ISA has recently sponsored two workshops on the taxonomy of
megafauna (animals larger than ~1 cm and visible in seabed photographs) and macrofauna
(microscopic metazoan animals retained on a 300 µm mesh sieve). A further workshop is planned
on the meiofauna in 2015. To help support and complement these efforts, we describe in this
paper some recently-tested methodologies for undertaking taxonomic work on macrofauna and
megafauna from the CCZ seafloor in depths of 4000–5000 m. The essential problem is not the
laboratory DNA sequencing methodology, but the quality of the samples, the concept of combined
DNA and morphology, and a workflow that permits rapid publication of essential data together with
reference to archived and accessible voucher material housed in national collections and linked to
online databases.
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1.1. The Importance of Combined DNA and Morphological Study

A key goal of our sampling protocol for the CCZ is the study of both the DNA sequences
and morphology of the animals. Both the genetic sequences of animals, and their external shape
and morphology hold huge amounts of useful data for understanding their biology. Over the last
250 years since Linnaeus, humans have been busy building a remarkable and vast reference library
to biodiversity based largely on morphology, exemplified in the taxonomic literature, field guides
and the collections of museums. Over the past 25 years, a similarly vast reference library has been
created that is based largely on DNA or protein sequences, exemplified in online repositories such as
the NCBI GenBank (Figure 2). It is obvious that having both genetic and morphological information
about species is useful. For example, DNA sequences allow for statistically-rigorous assessment of
phylogenetic relationships amongst species; morphological data may provide us with information
about a species life-history, ecology, ecosystem function and anatomy.
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Figure 2. There are essentially two reference libraries of biodiversity information with regard our
planet: one based on over 250 years of Linnean morphological taxonomy (left) and one based on
approximately 25 years of DNA and protein sequencing (right). The central panel indicates the
problem if only morphology or only DNA is obtained from an unknown organism—the data can
only be compared with one library. In order to link both libraries, both kinds of data must be obtained
from new species: DNA taxonomy.

Today, an unknown specimen can be DNA sequenced and compared with online databases to
identify it. This is what we term “DNA barcoding” or “DNA identification”. However, it only works
at species-level if there is an example of the species already sequenced on open databases and linked
to a taxonomic name, ideally one that is a described species that is itself linked to voucher or type
material in an accessible collection. DNA taxonomy is the creation of that database. In this sense
it differs greatly from DNA barcoding: DNA taxonomy is the work that is required to make DNA
barcoding possible. It is completely obvious that DNA taxonomy should be undertaken together with
morphological descriptions so that when someone identifies a specimen either with morphology or
DNA, they have access to both comparative databases (Figure 2).
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A version of DNA taxonomy is “turbo taxonomy” or perhaps “express taxonomy” where the
DNA data is the primary descriptive and classificatory tool, with the morphology provided as useful
additional information that will help field identifications in the type localities, and link the new
taxonomy to the traditional taxonomical literature based on morphology only. In fact, a number of
recent “turbo taxonomy” papers have included morphological descriptions that are probably at least
as good as many standard morphological descriptions from pre-DNA days, e.g., [7]. The “express”
part of the taxonomic workflow arises as we can use the DNA evidence as a statistically-rigorous
species concept and classification aid, using phylogenetic reconstruction. This obviates the need for
difficult and time-consuming comparison of morphological characters about which we have limited
knowledge of their usefulness in constructing phylogenies. Key to both types of taxonomy, “turbo”
or otherwise, is the data and sample management that must create accessible voucher materials to
support species concepts.

Recent years have seen rapid advances in DNA sequencing technical systems, exemplified by
the use of, e.g., Illumina machines in what is sometimes termed “next-generation sequencing”.
These technologies, developed for the biomedical sciences, are now routinely used in population
biology and marine biology DNA studies, e.g., [8,9]. The relative benefits of Illumina (or equivalent)
rapid sequencing versus the Sanger sequencing approach are not the subject of this paper. However,
it is clear to us that DNA sequencing technology (now very easy) is not the current stumbling
block in abyssal biodiversity studies—rather it is the careful collection of suitable samples from
these challenging locations using suitable sampling design and sample management. In particular
the need for combined DNA (by any method, Illumina or otherwise) and morphology alongside
quality taxonomy and sample/data management including the deposition of voucher materials in
open collections.

1.2. The Challenges of Zoology in the Clarion-Clipperton Zone

The Clarion-Clipperton Zone (hereafter, CCZ) is so called as it lies between the Clarion and
Clipperton Fracture Zones, topographical highs that extend longitudinally across almost the entire
Pacific (Figure 1). There is no strict definition of the region, but it has come to be regarded as the
area between these fracture zones that lies within international waters and encompasses the main
areas of commercial interest for polymetallic nodule mining. Exploration licenses issued by the
International Seabed Authority [1] extend from 115˝ W (the easternmost extent of the UK-1 claim) to
approximately 158˝ W (the westernmost extent of the Chinese COMRA claim), as such we use from
hereafter a working definition of the CCZ as the box: 13˝ N 158˝ W; 18˝ N 118˝ W; 10˝ N 112˝ W;
2˝ N 155˝ W. This is an area of approximately 6 million sq km, or 1.4% of the ocean’s surface [10].

The vast geographical area of the survey zone is the first challenge. However, the CCZ also
encompasses a range of depths (from ~3950 m at the eastern edge to ~5150 m at the western edge),
a bathymetric gradient of over ~1200 m. To put this into context, there are significant shifts in diversity
and species composition over comparable bathyal depth-ranges from 1500 m to 2500 m that are well
documented, e.g., [11]. The simple classification of the entire CCZ as “abyssal” does not necessarily
mean that bathymetric trends in species composition will not also be present. The seafloor here is
characterized by north-south running more or less smooth hills of approximately 200 m altitude.
The CCZ is also punctuated by a large number of known seamounts and/or topographical highs, and
a potentially vast number of undiscovered seamounts (Figure 3). These features are likely to influence
the local and regional ecology of the seafloor, the sedimentation rates, the strength and direction of
seafloor currents and the presence or absence of the polymetallic nodules themselves. Furthermore,
the surface water productivity of the CCZ is not uniform. Satellite-derived ocean-color data suggest
a general east to west gradient of declining productivity [12], likely to result in a gradient of food
availability on the abyssal seafloor [13]. In summary, there should be no pre-conceived hypothesis
of zoogeographic homogeneity over such a vast and varied area as the CCZ. As such, high regional
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biodiversity and species turnover should be hypothesised, and a sampling strategy must be designed
with this in mind.
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Figure 3. The Clarion-Clipperton Zone (CCZ) is not a homogeneous abyssal plain of mud 4000 m
deep. In fact, the depth range of the CCZ is from 3950 m to 5150 m, a range of 1200 m. It is also
punctuated by abundant seamounts. Recent expeditions with high-resolution multibeam bathymetry
are revealing extremely abundant small seamounts in the eastern CCZ, here illustrated by example
from the recent ABYSSal baseLINE ‘ABYSSLINE’ cruise in March 2015. There are 14 definable
seamounts typically 200–500 m in height within just one 30 ˆ 30 km sampling strata within the overall
58,000 km2 exploration claim. Image credit: Craig R Smith, ABYSSLINE project.

Despite a relatively large number of oceanographic cruises to the CCZ since the early 1970s [2],
funded mainly as a result of potential mining interests, there is a complete lack of taxonomic syntheses
for the region. As an example, the best current online databases list only 4 polychaete records within
a 5˝ box (300,000 km2) centred on the UK-1 exploration claim area (Figure 4). None of these are
records of benthic species, despite polychaetes being the most common macrofaunal benthic animal
in the CCZ region, e.g., [14,15]. Even expanding the search box to the entire ~6 million sq km region
of the CCZ provides not a single benthic polychaete species record. By comparison, a 5˝, 300,000 km2

search box centred on the North Sea between the United Kingdom and the Netherlands gives
182,939 polychaete records from 61 datasets (Figure 4) using the Ocean Biogeographic Information
System [16]. This discrepancy illustrates the scale of the problem. The region of the North Sea
between the Netherlands and the UK is an area of intense industrial activity through fishing,
hydrocarbon extraction and the recent growth of offshore wind farms. The environmental regulation
of these industries depends heavily on sound baseline biodiversity knowledge, greatly assisted by
the availability of taxonomic data and field guides. In contrast, the absence of this kind of data
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from the CCZ is preventing the sound environmental management of the region by the regulator, the
International Seabed Authority, and the sponsoring governments.
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Figure 4. Current online databases list only 4 polychaete records from a 300,000 km2 search
box centred over the UK-1 polymetallic nodule exploration claim area, none of which are benthic
species (a); In comparison, the same size search box centred on the North Sea between the Netherlands
and the UK lists 182,939 records from 61 datasets (b); Even expanding the search criteria to the entire
6 million km2 CCZ produces no published online benthic polychaete records. Data from OBIS [16].

1.3. Methodological Pipelines for DNA Taxonomy in the CCZ

It is clear that consistently reliable methodologies for the DNA taxonomy of species from
the CCZ are urgently required given the rapidly-increasing interest in the potential for industrial
activity in the area. We present here a series of methodological “pipelines” that we hope will
enable researchers and contractors working in the region to work collaboratively to gradually build
a modern taxonomic synthesis of the region, upon which environmental impact assessments can be
built in the future.

The DNA taxonomy pipeline for the CCZ is a simple methodological workflow (Figure 5) that
encompasses the following four key stages:

a. A sampling design pipeline with consideration to the spatial scale of the required data, the
differing biases in sampling gear and the requirement for at-sea taxonomic study

b. A field pipeline with consideration to the successful collection of high-quality specimens from
depths of 4000–5000 m in the central tropical Pacific

c. A laboratory pipeline with consideration to the needs to collect both DNA sequences and
morphological data in a timely and cost-effective manner suited to the immediate needs of the
science community

d. A data and sample management pipeline that includes the publication of results with
consideration to the accessibility of data and materials

In the following sections we provide a detailed explanation of the methodology of each pipeline.
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Figure 5. We present a methodological pipeline for DNA taxonomy in the Clarion Clipperton Zone
that incorporates and end-to-end management approach from the sampling design, field program,
laboratory studies and data and sample archiving. This is designed to allow researchers and
contractors working in the region to work collaboratively to gradually build a modern taxonomic
synthesis of the region, upon which environmental impact assessments can be built in the future.

2. Methodology

2.1. Sampling Design

The goal of the DNA taxonomy method is not the generation of quantitative ecological data,
e.g., the numbers of individuals per m2 or community composition (itself equally important data,
but a different part of a baseline survey), but ideally a list of all the species that live in a sample or
ultimately region, with information on those species including their names, phylogenetic position,
description and ultimately some data on their natural history such as the presence of reproductive
and dispersal characters or observations of feeding. As such, the sampling design must reflect what
regional list we want to create. This is not immediately obvious, given that we do not have a particular
good a priori understanding of the biogeographic provinces of the abyssal Pacific. For example, it
might be that the sampling should constitute all the abyssal areas of the world’s oceans, or just the
Pacific abyss, or just the CCZ abyss, or just the eastern CCZ, or just a single exploration claim area.

It is most useful to be guided here by the typical questions that society may ask with regard to
the potential for deep-sea mining in the CCZ. Amongst many questions, the ones most relevant to
DNA taxonomy are probably: (1) what, and how many, species live in a potentially-impacted area
and (2) how widespread are those species outside that area, as such offering them protection from
possible extinction?

In a series of discussions and workshops, the Legal and Technical Commission of the ISA has
produced a proposed management plan for the CCZ including a series of marine protected areas
that surround the CCZ region, called Areas of Particular Environmental Interest (APEIs) [17–19].
The APEIs consist of nine 160,000 km2 blocks (Figure 1) that are separated from potential mining
activities by at least 100 km in any direction, a distance estimated to be sufficient to buffer them from
mining impacts [17–19]. The mining exploration blocks, none of which have yet been approved for
exploitation (given that the exploitation guidelines have not yet been finalised), are also in the general
size range of 160,000 km2, split between contractor and reserved areas. A typical distance from
a mining exploration claim to an APEI is 500–1000 km. Given all this, it is reasonable to assume that
a typical scale for which society is likely to expect sound taxonomic baseline coverage, biogeographic
data and useful field guides is across sections of the CCZ in the 100–1000 km spatial scale.

The recently-commenced environmental survey of a region of the eastern CCZ, the
“ABYSSLINE” (ABYSSal baseLINE) survey, upon which this DNA taxonomy methodology is based,
has a sampling design consisting of a series of replicated 30 ˆ 30 km sampling strata within
a ~75,000 km2 claim area contracted to UK Seabed Resources Ltd. (described in detail in [20,21]).
In addition, the project design calls for the sampling of additional sites >1000 km from the exploration
claim, for example within the APEI that lies to the north-west of the UK-1 claim area as well as in
the central and western CCZ. At the time of writing, 4 sites have been at least partly sampled over
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two cruises in October 2013 and March 2015, covering scales for DNA taxonomy of 100–1000 km, in
keeping with what we expect is a useful and practical scale for the study of benthic biodiversity in
the region.

Within sampling strata, the lack of a priori knowledge of the nature of the seafloor or the types
or distributions of animals necessitates a randomized sampling strategy, as has been implemented
in the ABYSSLINE project (Figure 3). Practical considerations must also be included, for example
the presence of hard-substrate seamounts will preclude the use of soft-sediment sampling gears in
those areas. Indeed, the range of substrates found in the CCZ is diverse and includes sediment (of
varying properties), nodules (of varying sizes and shapes) and seamounts, rocky outcrops and slopes.
These different substrates are likely to support different species assemblages all of which we are
likely to want to include in our DNA taxonomic studies. For these reasons, for DNA taxonomy of
macrofauna and megafauna, we recommend a range of sampling gears that include coring devices,
epibenthic sledges (or modified trawls) and in-situ collection using remotely operated vehicle (ROV)
or human-occupied vehicle (HOV). Of these gears, only ROV and HOV is realistically suitable for
the collection of samples from rocky seamounts and outcrops. Here we describe the strengths and
weaknesses of the various sampling gears together with timings and protocols for their deployment
in the CCZ at typical depths of 4000 m.

Multiple corer (or megacore). The multiple core, and the more recent modification, the megacore
(e.g., the OSIL Bowers and Connelly Mega Core, used in ABYSSLINE), are deep-sea sampling gears
that are able to take very precise and undisturbed cores of sediment typically 8–10 cm in diameter
and 20–45 cm in length (design and deployment discussed in Barnett et al. [22]). Unfortunately the
small sampling area (each 10 cm diameter megacore tube takes only a 31 cm2 area of seabed) coupled
with the typically low macrofaunal abundances in the CCZ means that these have very limited value
for the collection of macrofauna or megafauna. As an example, typical abundances of macrofauna in
single megacore tubes on recent ABYSSLINE cruises (to the eastern CCZ, the more productive end
of the region) was only in the region of 0–3 specimens per single tube. Even with multiple tubes
combined, the volume of sediment is insufficient given the deployment time required for each drop
of the gear. However, we describe the protocol here as the megacore can be useful for opportunistic
sampling from cores destined for other purposes, e.g., microbiology, and in these cases some rare and
very well preserved macrofaunal and megafaunal samples have been recovered from the CCZ using
the megacore (Figure 6).

The typical deployment time (from launch off the deck to recovery on deck, not including
preparation or deckwork) for a Bowers and Connelly Mega Core (MC) at 4000 m is 3 h 30 min with
the following deployment protocol:

1. Research vessel to hold position using Dynamic Positioning (DP) at location required
2. MC prepared with 12 core tubes and armed and readied as per manufacturer instructions
3. MC lifting ring is attached with a swivel to the ship’s trawl wire that is passed through the ship’s

starboard A-frame (use of the stern A-frame is not recommended due to pitching)
4. MC is lifted off the deck with the combination of A-frame and trawl winch, movement is stopped

and the securing pin should be set to “armed”
5. Using the A-frame and the trawl winch, the MC is deployed over the side with swing controlled

by soft manila hemp tag lines, which are released when the MC is fully submerged in the water
6. Wire-out meter is reset with MC at surface, and the MC is then lowered to 50 metres wire out

(mwo) and a 12 kHz pinger (1 s time base) is attached to the trawl wire pointing downwards
towards the MC

7. MC is lowered at 40 m/min until 50 metres above bottom (mab), distance from the MC to the
seafloor is monitored using combination of the pinger trace on the ships echosounder (e.g.,
Kongsberg EA 600) and the wire out meter

8. From 50 mab the MC is lowered at 15 m/min until it reaches the seafloor (visible on the pinger
trace) and an additional 10 m wire is then paid out
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9. The winch is then hauled in at 15 m/min until the MC is 50 mab again
10. The MC is then recovered at 45 m/min
11. MC is recovered with the assistance of tag-lines attached to poles, and secured on deck ready

for processing.

Note that in poor sea states, it is acceptable to go into the seafloor at faster speed of 20 m/min,
to reduce the chance of the core bouncing. However, 15 m/min is recommended where possible.
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Figure 6. The multiple core (here a megacore type) is not normally a suitable sampling device for the
CCZ as the macrofaunal abundances are too low. However, it can be used for opportunistic sampling
from cores destined for other purposes—here a primnoid coral on a nodule has been sampled from
a core destined for microbiology studies.

USNEL Spade Box Core (or box core). The box core takes a relatively undisturbed 0.25 m2 core
in soft-sediment or mixed nodule/sediment environments and is an extremely effective sampling
device for macrofauna, and occasional megafauna in the CCZ. The box core was first used in the mid
1970s by Hessler and Jumars [23] but has been substantially improved since that time. We currently
use a USNEL type 0.25 m2 Ocean Instruments BX-S50 MK-III Spade Corer equipped with double
hinged top vents to minimize bow-wave effects. The frame on this model is open on one side to allow
a dolly-cart to be quickly rolled into position for box-core sample removal. These modifications,
which reduce bow-wave effects and allow for quicker sample processing, are highly desirable.
In addition, our box-core frame has been modified to accommodate three sets of 24 kg lead weights to
prevent the frame from riding up the box core shaft during deployment, helping to limit pre-tripping
of the box corer under conditions of heavy ocean swell.

A particular value of the box core in the CCZ region is that the core area is large enough (2500 cm2

of sediment per deployment is ~3 times greater than the area sampled by a fully successful meagocore
with 12 ˆ 10 cm diameter tubes), allowing efficient use of ship time to collect sediment macrofauna,
undisturbed polymetallic nodules, and associated fauna. The nodules can also be carefully removed
from the box-core surface with minimal damage to sensitive sessile fauna (see below) (Figure 7).
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Figure 7. The Ocean Instruments BX-S50 MK-III Spade Core (BC) (a) is a highly effective sampling
device for the CCZ, taking a large enough sample to be useful for macrofaunal studies, as well as
a relatively undisturbed collection of polymetallic nodules and the sessile fauna that they support (b);
Illustrated is a range of macrofaunal taxa typically less than 1 mm in size collected with box core on
the recent ABYSSLINE program to the eastern CCZ (c).
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Other equipment required for effective box-core deployments include a deep-sea trawl winch
with >½-inch diameter trawl wire, winch speed and wire payout indicators, and a winch tensiometer
with graphical display. In addition, a 12-kHz pinger (1 s time base), equipped with cable clamps,
and depth recorder with computer display are needed to track the box corer into the seafloor
during deployments. Wire tension, wire payout and communications with winch-operator should
be available at the depth recorder location in the science lab.

The typical deployment time (from launch off the deck to recovery on deck, not including
preparation or deckwork) for a USNEL spade box core (BC) at 4000 m is 5 h with the
following deployment protocol, illustrated in Figure 8, and in the Electronic Supplementary
Information (Video):

1. Pre-deployment Preparation

a. The BX-S50 MK-III BC must be examined and prepared carefully prior to deployment
b. The spade lifting cable within the BC is easily damaged from normal wear and tear and

from marginal sea states; failure of this cable is the most common loss mode of the box corer.
The cable should be carefully inspected for damage (e.g., broken or displaced strands)
after each deployment, and typically needs to be changed after every 10–15 deployments
(Figure 8)

2. Deployment

a. The BC can be moved around the deck on a pallet with pallet jacks, or it can be positioned
for deployment using a crane and tag lines. In the open ocean, the BC is ideally deployed
from a side A-frame (Figure 8) or crane to reduce the amplitude of ship motion which can
cause pre-tripping of the corer; on large vessels (i.e., >75 m LOA), deployment from a side
A-frame can dramatically increase box-coring success

b. The Spade Corer should be attached to the trawl wire with a 3-ton swivel; larger swivels
can interfere with firing of the corer

c. During deployment, the box corer should be controlled by at least three tag lines to restrain
swinging of the corer (Figure 8); tag lines should be pulled after the corer has entered the
water. Once in the water, the winch payout should be zeroed, and the box corer lowered
to 12 m depth. The pinger is then attached to the wire and the box corer lowered at 30 m
per minute to within 50 m of the seafloor, while the ship maintains station (preferably with
dynamic positioning) (Figure 8)

3. Control Room and Seafloor Sampling Protocols

a. Early in the deployment, it is important to check that good traces are received from the
pinger, the corer and the bottom. The echo from the corer/pinger and the bottom will
cross every 750 m above the bottom with a 1 s interval. On the trace, carefully measure the
distance between the corer and the pinger, which will increase by 2 m after coring (Figure 8),
or if the corer pre-trips. Check the distance regularly to see if a pre-trip has occurred

b. When the box corer reaches 50 m above the seafloor, slow the winch speed to 10 m/min and
watch the tension plot to observe the normal range in variation before the box core reaches
the seafloor. This makes it easier to recognize the drop in tension of about 1000 lbs when
the box core reaches the seafloor (note that bottom contact is detectable on the tensiometer
before it is visible on the echosounder (Figure 8)). In poor sea states the box core can
be put into the seafloor at higher velocities (15–20 m/min) but this typically results in
larger bow waves and poorer quality core samples. On the graphical tension display, note
when the tension drops ~800–1000 lbs and there is a simultaneous dampening of tension
oscillations—this indicates the touchdown of the box corer on the seafloor
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c. Run out an additional 1.5–2.0 meter of wire after touchdown and then stop the winch and
immediately haul up at 10 m/min. As the box core is lifted out of the seafloor (after
about 3.5–4.0 m of wire have been hauled in) the winch tension will peak and rapidly
drop off to background levels. This tension peak is called the “pullout” tension, and
reflects closing of the spade and mud suction as the box corer is pulled out the bottom
(Figure 8). For successful abyssal box cores, typical pullout tensions are 2500–3500 lbs above
background tensions

d. Immediately following pullout (i.e., the box corer leaving the seafloor) check the distance
on the echosounder trace between box corer and the pinger; if the box corer has tripped
this distance will have increased by 2 m. (Figure 8) If the box corer has not tripped, it may
be set it down again, although trip failures can be caused by set down on a hard bottom.
If the distance between the box corer and the pinger has decreased, it is likely that the cable
has fouled around the box corer and precaution should be taken during box corer recovery.
Once the box core is well off the seafloor, it can be hauled back to the surface at 30 m/min
without washing the sample

4. Recovery

a. Once the box core has neared ocean surface, tag lines should be attached to the wire below
the swivel to limit swinging, and two more attached to the box-corer frame just as it reaches
the air-water interface (Figure 8)

b. Upon recovery, the BC frame must be gently touched to the deck with tension maintained
on the cable to prevent to spade from dropping several centimetres and losing the sample
topwater; while the box corer is in this position, the dolly-cart should be quickly wheeled
under the spade and the carted jacked up to support the spade and box (Figure 8).
In addition, the top of the spade arm must be quickly secured to the box-core frame to hold
the spade in the vertical position. Once the steps are taken, the sample is secure and can
be methodically removed from the box corer (see BC processing protocol, below). The wire
tension can also be released and the box corer frame secured to the deck

Epibenthic sledge. The epibenthic sledge (EBS) is a trawled device, variations have been used
since the mid 1960s when Hessler and Sanders [24] first used a sledge to record high macrofaunal
biodiversity in Atlantic bathyal sediments. An updated version, with 2 collecting nets (the epi-net
and the supra-net) and the ability to travel over (rather than dig into) rocky or very soft substrates
was developed recently [24]. This is not generally used as a quantitative sampler, as it is very
difficult to ascertain the precise area of seabed sampled, or depth of penetration, but it has proved
extremely effective in the CCZ for sampling a large number of macrofaunal animals and some
megafaunal taxa for taxonomic and biogeographic work. The device is trawled over the seafloor,
as the front of the sledge disturbs the sediment/water interface, animals are washed into 2 nets
with fine 500 µm mesh cod-ends. Detailed deployment protocols are provided by Brenke et al. [25].
An important modification for work in the CCZ is the presence of an insulated box to enclose the
cod-ends (preventing heat damage during transit back to the surface) and a “nodule-excluder” mesh
that is positioned at the net openings. This prevents the sledge filling with nodules (Figure 9).
Disadvantages of the EBS compared to the box core include the long deployment time and the lack
of deep-sediment penetration to collect burrowing infauna which may be missed. On the other hand,
the EBS has the advantage (particularly relevant for DNA taxonomy) of collecting over a far broader
area and far larger numbers of animals, helping to add rare species to the collection.
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Figure 8. Typical Ocean Instruments BX-S50 MK-III Spade Core (BC) deployment protocol.
(a) Graphical depiction of the deployment in central Pacific abyssal depths with wire speeds indicated
in m/min (mab = metres above bottom). An additional 1.5 m of wire is paid out after BC touchdown.
(b) BC being deployed over the starboad a-frame on the RV Melville, 3-tonne swivel (top arrow),
lifting cable (middle arrow) and tag lines (bottom) arrowed. (c) Echosounder trace from Kongsberg
EA600 software during actual seafloor touchdown of a BC on ABYSSLINE cruises, faint trace from
the BC is arrowed, above it is the trace from the pinger with the seafloor reflection rising to meet
the BC on touchdown. The slowdown in wire out happens shortly after the arrowed section, after
touchdown the distance from the faint BC trace to the pinger has increased slightly (equivalent to
2 m of extra wire out). Inset to (c) shows tensiometer reading, at time point 20:08 oscillation is
dampened and the tension rapidly drops, the moment of touchdown, as the BC is then hauled back
in the tensiometer rises and the “pullout” as the BC is sucked out of the abyssal mud is clearly visible,
indicating a good core has been taken. (d) The recovery team use tag lines to bring the BC safely
onto the deck minimising washing of the surface. (e) With the BC lightly resting on the deck (tension
maintained on the wire) the dolly-cart is positioned beneath the corer and jacked up to secure the
sample—the remaining tension in the wire can then be released and the BC secured on deck.
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Figure 9. The epibenthic sledge (a) is a trawled device that is highly effective for the collection of
non-quantitative macrofaunal samples with the advantage over the box core of sampling over a wider
area. A nodule excluder-grill can be placed over the front of the sledge but small nodules are still
retained in the sample (b). (c) Illustration of the typical macrofaunal organisms less than 1 mm
in size collected during recent Epibenthic Sledge (EBS) sampling on the ABYSSLINE project to the
eastern CCZ.

The typical deployment time (from launch off the deck to recovery on deck, not including
preparation or deckwork) for a “Brenke” Epibenthic Sledge (EBS) at 4000 m is 6 h 30 min.
For a detailed deployment protocol, readers are referred to Brenke et al. [25] and the deployment
is also illustrated in the Electronic Supplementary Information (Video).

Remotely operated vehicle (or submersible). ROVs are now routinely used on deep-sea cruises and
recent years have seen several cruises to the CCZ with scientific or commercial ROV. Submersibles are
rarely used but offer similar capability to large ROVs. The key goal of ROV sampling from the DNA
taxonomy perspective is the collection of large megafauna that are very unlikely to be sampled in box
core or EBS. For this reason, it is an essential requirement that the ROV is large enough and modern
enough to carry advanced robotic manipulator arms that include suction sampling, high-quality
cameras and a range of sampling baskets, normally carried on a tray at the front of the vehicle.
Examples of such ROVs in use by the science community are the ROV Jason, ROV Isis and ROV
Ropos (Figure 10).
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Figure 10. Remotely operated vehicles (ROVs) (a) are essential to the successful collection of
high-quality megafaunal samples (animals several cm or larger and rarely caught in box core
or EBS). They also permit in-situ observations of organism behaviour and appearance prior to
collection. (b) Large ROVs are needed that incorporate manipulator arms which can be used to
collect CCZ organisms such as holothurians (c). Image credit (c) Craig R Smith and Diva Amon,
ABYSSLINE program.

Deployment times and protocols for ROV work vary greatly depending on the device used.
With enough technical support crew, an ROV like Jason or Isis can work 24 h a day, with recovery
to the surface only needed to unload samples, move the ship at speed or undertake maintenance.
The use of free-vehicle elevators can alleviate the need to recover the ROV for samples, this can be
particularly useful in CCZ work where a large number of replicate scoop or push-core samples may
be needed.

ROVs can be equipped with a wide variety of sampling gears each with their own individual
requirements. Most useful in the CCZ habitat are simple scoop nets for recovering megafauna
(e.g., sea cucumbers) and suction samplers. Small push cores are a feature of most modern science
ROVs but these are unlikely to be of use for macrofauna or megafauna in the CCZ, but have
potential for meiofaunal or microbiological sampling—although a mega core sample can also perform
this function.

In summary, the most important sampling gears for DNA taxonomy in the CCZ are the box core,
the EBS and the ROV. None of these gears on their own is sufficient, as they are each complementary
in their collecting biases. Traditional trawls such as the Aggasiz Trawl have not so far been used
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with great success in the CCZ owing to the presence of nodules. In addition, not considered here are
highly motile fauna, such as fish or scavenging crustacea which are present on the CCZ benthos and
almost impossible to capture with ROV. A portion of the fish fauna can be collected via baited traps,
the challenges of this are discussed elsewhere, e.g., [26].

2.2. Field Pipeline

Here we describe a series of at-sea protocols that will help enable other researchers to collect
high-quality macrofaunal and megafaunal samples from the CCZ benthos for DNA taxonomy using
a “cold-chain” that maintains low temperatures for organisms from the moment the sample comes on
deck until preservation in ethanol. We assume here that the sampling gears are deployed according to
the standard protocols (referred to above) and secured on deck. At-sea protocols are also illustrated
in the Electronic Supplementary Information (Video).

2.2.1. Cold Filtered Seawater (CFSW) System Protocol

The purpose of this protocol is to setup a system that will allow a regular supply of cold, filtered
seawater on the deck or in the lab to allow processing of samples. There are two basic approaches, the
one below or the purchase of a large, industrial seawater chiller unit. The latter has not yet proved
to be reliable and is relatively expensive. Typical surface water temperatures of 28 ˝C in the CCZ
(compared to seafloor temperatures of ~2 ˝C) make the chilling of seawater a challenge. However
this is essential to DNA extraction success from small animals.

Protocol CFSW—equipment required

‚ Pumped seawater supply system from the ship (this may claim to be filtered, but almost always
requires additional filtration as detailed below). Note that these systems are standard on
oceanographic research vessels

‚ A large constant temperature (CT) van or room that can be set to 5 ˝C or lower (ideally 2 ˝C) with
easy access to the back deck. The chilling system or van needs to be robust and of high quality
to enable operations in high humidity, high temperature for months at sea. This system is not
standard on oceanographic vessels and must be hired or purchased

‚ Water reservoir of as large a volume as can be achieved, ideally something in the region of
750–1000 litres (200–300 US gallons). A low-cost option is 5 ˆ 170 litre (44 US gallon) plastic
trash cans, these need to be secured carefully in the CT room in case of ship movement.
An alternative is high-quality water storage reservoirs built into the CT lab that can be plumbed
in and connected together using a flow-through system.

‚ At least 3 saltwater submersible pumps with approx 1/25 hp rating (Figure 11)
‚ Garden hose connectable water filter system (20 µm rating) with replaceable cartridges
‚ ~50 m of garden hose
‚ ~15 m of clear soft 12 mm (½ inch) “tygon tube” type plastic hose
‚ Misc hose connectors to connect filters and pumps to hoses, including adaptor from the ship’s

outlet to the garden hose
‚ Some flow control valves and “Y” splitter valves to put in various places (e.g., at end of hose

near sieve, next to filters, etc.).
‚ 2–3 large plastic trays 10–20 cm deep approx 80 ˆ 50 cm that will fit the sieves and if you are

sorting in a lab, fit in the sink (see processing protocol)
‚ Most items can be purchased in any good large hardware store (Figure 11)
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Figure 11. Three essential pieces of equipment for setting up a low-cost cold-filtered seawater system
on a research vessel are submersible pumps (a), water filter (b) and simple water storage containers (c).
These are installed in a constant temperature van or room on the back deck (Figure 12), which must
also be rented or purchased. Images from http://www.mcmaster.com.
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Figure 12. Typical cold filtered seawater (CFSW) setup on ABYSSLINE cruises. (a) Diagram showing
the location of a constant temperature (CT) van on the back deck, with inflow of seawater from the
ships pump (typically not filtered and at surface temperature of ~28 ˝C) into a filter, then a series of
water containers in the cold room, then via controlled hoses back out of the van onto a sieving table
(b,c). A system like this can store about 1000 litres of CFSW and provide water to sort 2–3 box cores
over a 24 h period.
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Protocol—CFSW setup (Figure 12)

1. Install 5 ˆ 170 litre (44 gallon) drums, or similar water storage system (e.g., flow-through
connected drums) in the CT room or CT van, secured

2. Connect ship seawater system to water filter on deck, and run from filter with garden hose into
the CT room, with flow valves inside to control flow into the drums

3. Install a salt-water submersible pump in the CT room tanks, with control switch inside CT room
4. Run 12 mm (½ inch) tygon (clear plastic hose) from submersible pumps back out of the CT room

onto the deck, with Y-splitter and control valves as required
5. Typical usage to process 1 box core is 190–380 litres (50–100 gallons) of CFSW
6. Typical time to chill 190 litres (50 gallons) surface water from the CCZ at 28 ˝C in a 2 ˝C CT room

to ~4 ˝C is 4 h

The CFSW protocol does not allow for continued 24-h processing of box cores (or similar
samples) and on a typical oceanographic cruise in the CCZ, box core sampling would be spread
amongst other activities. Typically this protocol would be sufficient for 2–3 box cores to be taken in
a 24 h period, which is more than would typically happen given that the typical deployment time for
a box core at 4000 m is 5 h.

2.2.2. Box Core Processing Protocol (for DNA Taxonomy)

It is important to note here that the majority of box core samples on ABYSSLINE cruises,
and on most other cruises we are aware of, are used for quantitative community ecology analysis.
The protocols for these studies are not described here, but in essence the goal is the very careful
collection of all the macrofaunal organisms living within a core to establish data on abundance and
community structure, e.g., [23]. Typically these samples are quite large, and are preserved in formalin,
which is unsuitable for DNA study.

The goals of DNA taxonomy are slightly different, as is the processing, but with careful control
of the sample it is possible to achieve both quality DNA taxonomy and quantitative ecological study
from the same sample. The most important rule to follow to achieve this is that no part of the mud
sample must be thrown away except that which has passed through a 300 µm sieve (see note below on
sieve sizes), and that all organisms picked for taxonomic study must be tracked so that the numbers
can be fed back into the quantitative ecological study.

This is achieved in the ABYSSLINE CCZ stations by taking careful samples of all the nodule
fauna, and taking sub-samples of the sediment for DNA taxonomy. Data on the numbers of each
taxon taken for DNA taxonomy, and their identity is returned to the quantitative ecology group.

Typically, we recommend that box core processing is done on an outside deck, next to the supply
of CFSW, with a shade setup to protect the box core from the tropical sun (Figure 13). In some
instances depending on the ship, it may be possible to process the box core inside a lab or hangar,
but it is important to note that the volumes of mud produced are very large (hundreds of litres of
muddy water per box core).
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Figure 13. Processing mud samples from box core and EBS on deck. (a) Siphoning off the top-water
from the box core onto 300 µm sieves; (b) Removing remaining surface water with a syringe/baster;
(c) Picking large megafaunal and macrofaunal animals to a chilled CFSW container; (d) Picking
nodules and rinsing them to remove mud prior to examination under microscope; (e) Cutting the
box core (here a sub-sample for live-sorting for DNA taxonomy) prior to sieving; (f) Sieving mud
from the box core in a submerged sieve under CFSW; (g) Picking the remaining heavy fraction of
an EBS sample for small bivalves. These process are also illustrated in the Electronic Supplementary
Information (Video).

Time is of the essence when processing box cores as the core heats up quickly, damaging
organisms and their DNA. Tight organisation of the sorting team (typically 4–5 people) is required.

It is useful to comment here briefly on the sieve sizes. Recent ISA workshops have discussed
a proposal that for quantitative study, a 250 µm washing sieve may be more appropriate than
a 300 µm sieve for the quantitative sorting of CCZ box cores [27]. However, the typical definition
of “macrofauna” in the deep sea is animals that are retained on a 300 µm (or in some cases 500 µm)
sieve. We are also not aware of any studies that support the proposed 250 µm classification. Hence on
the recent March 2015 ABYSSLINE cruise we undertook quantitative sampling using nested 250 µm
and 300 µm sieves in order to retain the 250–300 µm fraction separarately and to investigate the utility
of the 250–300 µm fraction for macrofaunal studies in the CCZ. The quantitative investigation of these
data are ongoing, but it was immediately noticed that there were very few macrofaunal animals in
this fraction (based on initial observation and sorting only) and this small fraction of the sample
contained a relatively large volume of sediment, in particular radiolarian ooze, making microscope
sorting extremely time-consuming and difficult for the relatively few animals recovered. Although
a fully quantitative investigation is needed, for the purposes of DNA taxonomy at least we do not
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recommend the use of a 250 µm sieve size. For observation of our box core protocol, we recommend
the Electronic Supplementary Information (Video).

Protocol—box core processing—equipment required

‚ Supply of CFSW from cold van, 5–6 wash bottles pre-filled with CFSW
‚ Plastic 20 litre buckets labelled 0–2 cm, 2–5 cm, 5–10 cm, each pre-filled 1/3 with CFSW
‚ 3–4 plastic trays for nodules
‚ 300 µm sieve (2) with deep trays to hold sieves inside
‚ Short (1.5 m) lengths of vinyl hose for siphoning water from top of box core
‚ Large syringe or turkey basters for siphoning water from top of box core
‚ Forceps and small dishes/trays for megafauna to be collected immediately
‚ Trowels for cutting mud
‚ Camera, flashlight, thermometer

Protocol—box core processing—preparation
Once box core is secured on deck, with cart underneath and ready to be moved:

1. Examine box core surface with flashlight
2. Measure top water temperature (make note)
3. With two tubes, drain some of the surface water through 300 µm sieve but without disturbing

top layer
4. Roll box core out on trolley (slowly) and secure on deck in shade.
5. Drain remaining top water through 300 µm sieve and use turkey basters or syringes, etc., for

remainder of the water
6. Photograph exposed surface with label

Protocol—box core processing—nodule and megafauna sampling

1. Pick obvious unattached megafauna to place in small CFSW buckets/dishes on ice
2. Remove nodules carefully, rinse each nodule in the 0–2 cm bucket and with CFSW wash bottles
3. Place nodules onto a nodule-storing foam tray or egg tray from galley, keeping them uprightÑ

tray to lab (keep cool)

Protocol—box core processing—mud sampling

1. Remove sub-section (depending on amount of sample to live sort) of 0–2 cm for DNA
taxonomy/live sorting, place into 0–2 cm CFSW bucket and store in cold van

2. Repeat with 2–5 cm and 5–10 cm sections
3. Sieve samples with 2 people, 1 to hold sieve and 1 person to pour water and collect sample
4. Gently agitate buckets of mud and pour slowly onto sieve, keeping sieve underwater in tray

(Figure 13)
5. Tap sieve gently from underneath to help material go through sieve if necessary
6. Regularly wash material (with wash bottle) retained on the sieve to a small beaker, as soon as

material is in this dish store in the lab (fridge) for live sorting/DNA taxonomy

Note that multiple cores (or megacores) can be processed in essentially the same way, although in
the CCZ the numbers of macrofaunal organisms from the megacore is likely to be too low to be useful.

2.2.3. Epibenthic Sledge (EBS) or Trawl Processing Protocol

The general principle is the same as for BC, but usually there is less mud, and many more nodules
(Figure 10), since small nodules enter the nets through the nodule excluder grid. Nodules are likely
to be scraped against one another in the net, hence the nodule fauna is likely to be damaged, so the
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collection of nodule fauna is a lower priority. The CCZ version of the Brenke EBS contains a “nodule
excluder” which results in only small nodules being collected.

Large megafauna that can be picked from net or cod end should be processed individually as
below (large megafauna protocol).

The protocol here assumes the EBS is on deck and secured.
Protocol—EBS processing—equipment required

‚ Supply of CFSW from cold van, 5–6 wash bottles pre-filled with CFSW
‚ ~1 m wide 50 litre tubs labelled “epi” and “supra” net for the two cod-end samples from the EBS
‚ 3–4 plastic trays for nodules
‚ 300 µm sieve (2) with deep trays to hold sieves inside
‚ Forceps and small dishes/trays for megafauna to be collected immediately

Protocol—EBS processing—processing for DNA taxonomy
Once sample is secured on deck:

1. Remove cod-ends into CFSW “epi” and “supra” buckets (rinse cod-ends with CFSW from hose)
2. Wash material on nets into buckets (with CFSW)
3. Remove remaining nodules to large buckets
4. Photograph sample
5. Pick megafaunal animals into CFSW trays or small dishes -> transfer to lab for DNA taxonomy
6. Sieve EBS mud/cod-end sample with submerged 300 µm sieve in CFSW as for box

core processing (Figure 13), transfer sample to small beakers to take to lab for DNA
taxonomy/live sorting

7. Pick through remaining large “gravel” fraction using white trays outside (Figure 13)

2.2.4. Large Megafauna Processing Protocol (e.g., ROV, HOV or Trawl Collected)

The principle is similar to that for the box core and EBS samples: keep samples cold, obtain high
quality imagery and take samples for DNA and morphology taxonomy. Larger samples can have
a small sub-sample taken in 80% ethanol for DNA with the remainder preserved in 10% formalin.
It is important to have time to make observations with regard reproductive features, commensal and
parasitic organisms.

Protocol—Large megafauna processing—equipment required

‚ Supply of CFSW from cold van, 2–3 wash bottles pre-filled with CFSW
‚ Selection of small and large buckets pre-filled with CFSW to receive ROV samples
‚ 300 µm sieve (2) with deep trays to hold sieves inside
‚ Forceps and small dishes/trays for megafauna to be collected immediately

Protocol—Large megafauna processing—processing

1. Collect specimens by hand from ROV or HOV bioboxes/storage trays
2. Maintain specimens in buckets or trays of CFSW and remove to lab for live sorting
3. Wash remaining biobox water through 300 µm sieves (as with EBS protocol) to collect smaller

fauna and associated fauna

2.2.5. Live Sorting for DNA Taxonomy Protocol

Once the samples are secured and in cold storage operations can be moved from deck to lab,
bringing samples out (one by one) from the fridge or cold room into the normal lab for microscopy,
sorting, imaging and fixation. Ideally this can happen right away if some people can work on the deck
and some in the lab. Live sorting of specimens at sea removes the problem of contamination (e.g., with
surface water samples, or mixing of benthic samples), which is relevant to ongoing investigations of
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the utility of environmental (eDNA) approaches to identifying fauna [28]. We do not currently believe
eDNA methods are particularly useful for identification of CCZ macrofauna until a quality reference
library of identified, sequenced material has been created, based on carefully sorted material (the goal
of our methodology).

The same live sorting protocol applies to all samples from box core, EBS or ROV. The only
differences are that the sorting times are much longer for EBS samples as the volumes of sample are
much higher. It can typically take 5–6 h to live-sort one EBS cod-end sample with 3 people helping.
For the most part, careful sorting and processing of the nodules is only significant with the box core
samples, as those collected by EBS are heavily washed and damaged.

An extremely important principle is that the lab work must be undertaken even if samples
are backing up on the deck. This can happen in the CCZ when long periods of good weather can
allow a large number of repeated samples. For DNA taxonomy, it is more important to have 10
well-preserved individual animals, photographed, sampled for DNA and tissue stored in the freezer
than 10 jars of unsorted mud in which the DNA and morphology of animals has degraded. With this
in mind, we highly recommend that the sampling program spaces apart sampling efforts to allow the
biologists undertaking DNA taxonomy sufficient time between samples to allow processing.

An essential part of the protocol is the maintenance of cold temperatures for the samples
throughout from the removal from the fridge, to the live sorting until they are fixed in 80% ethanol.
Although some research vessels have constant temperature laboratories (e.g., set to 4 ˝C) it is not
recommended to live-sort in these conditions given the long hours that are required and the physical
stress to the sorters. Instead, it is possible to maintain the cold-chain in a normal lab environment
through careful preparation and planning as detailed here. This is also illustrated in the Electronic
Supplementary Information (Video).

Protocol—Live sorting for DNA taxonomy—equipment required

‚ ~6 m of laboratory bench space inside a comfortable research vessel general purpose lab with
chairs suited to microscope work (Figure 14)

‚ Easy access fridge for temporary live-sample storage, and ´20 ˝C freezer for storage of
preserved specimens

‚ Machine for crushed ice (not ice cubes)
‚ 2ˆ high-quality stereomicroscopes (e.g., Leica MZ9.5 or equivalent) equipped with

photography tube
‚ 2ˆ high-quality DSLR cameras attached to microscopes (e.g., Canon 700D or equivalent) together

with 4ˆ strobe (flashguns) equipped with eTTL and wireless (slave) mode (e.g., Canon 430EXII
or equivalent)

‚ 2ˆ full HD 1080p screens to output HDMI live view from the DSLR cameras
‚ 2ˆ high-power fibre optic light sources (e.g., Leica CLS150 or equivalent)
‚ 1ˆ macro-photography suite consisting of table tripod, DSLR camera with 45 mm (90 mm in

35 mm equivalent) macro lens, light source (flexible fibre optic work lamps that clamp to bench,
low cost and effective is IKEA “Tived” LED clamp light article 701.696.94)

‚ Acrylic trays for photography and ice baths (Figure 14)
‚ General laboratory sorting consumables including 2 ml, 20 mL and 50 mL plastic microtubes

(e.g., Sarstedt), plastic pipettes, dissection kits, wash bottles of CFSW, tube racks (including
low-temperature gel pack tube racks), labels for jars (Figure 14)

‚ Compact desktop computer (e.g., Mac Mini) for storing sample database and images
from cameras

‚ Supply of 80% ethanol in wash bottles, kept chilled. This needs to be non-denatured ethanol that
is diluted to 80% with laboratory DI water (not tapwater or seawater). It is important that the
ethanol used is 80% absolute ethanol (non-denatured) in 20% DI water, not pure 100% ethanol
as this greatly reduces the dehydration and physical damage to the specimens, allowing them to
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be used for good quality morphological study as well as DNA. As the ethanol is only used in the
final storage of the specimens in the microtube vials, the amount of ethanol required equates to
the number of final vials stored. As a guideline, on the recent March 2015 ABYSSLINE cruise to
the CCZ (a 42 day cruise using a range of sampling gear) we used ~1500 2 mL microtubes and
~100 20 mL vials a volume of ethanol equal to 5 liters (although only macrofauna and DNA tissue
samples from large animals were taken). We would recommend taking 2ˆ the amount of ethanol
calculated and consumables on top of that anticipated, and in particular if large megafauna are
to be fixed intact then obviously larger quantities are needed, or large megafauna (20 cm long
holothurians, etc.) can be fixed in low-cost 10% buffered formalin using standard methods with
just a small tissue sample (e.g., body wall, muscle) taken for DNA.
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Figure 14. Live sorting at sea for DNA taxonomy in the Clarion Clipperton Zone. (a) Polymetallic
nodule with sessile macrofauna imaged live while kept cool on ice using macro-photography suite;
(b) Typical photomicroscope setup showing sorting tray (with ice), camera system with HD viewing
screen showing live image, wet black cloths under petri dishes to create black backgrounds, strobe
lighting to improve resolution and dissecting tools; (c) Typical live sorting of an EBS sample into
class prior to imaging and preservation; (d) Low-temperature micro-tube rack (insulated) for storing
vials, each given barcoded labels and unique specimen number; (e) Specimens transferred into storage
boxes prior to being placed in ´20 ˝C freezer and shipment to laboratory at end of cruise. This process
is also illustrated in the Electronic Supplementary Information (Video).

Protocol—Live sorting for DNA taxonomy—large fauna and large CCZ nodule fauna
Larger animals (megafauna 1 cm in size or greater) and nodule fauna are normally collected by

ROV or from collection from the surface of the box core. A typical box core sample from the CCZ will
contain several species of sessile nodule fauna (excluding meiofauna and foraminifera) which need to
be treated with this protocol. It is important to record all macrofaunal and megafaunal nodule fauna
to add to the quantitative ecological dataset being collected by the ecology team.

It is here assumed that specimens have been brought in from deck and are being kept in the
fridge in CFSW.

1. Place the specimen (or nodule) into a clean CFSW water bath (using acrylic trays) fully
submerged with a wet black cloth under the tray to create a black background. This can be
achieved by placing 1 bath inside another, with ice surrounding the internal bath (Figure 14).
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2. Photograph the specimen or nodule with macro-lens DSLR held in tripod with good lighting
(powerful LED lights are sufficient, strobe not required unless the specimen is moving) on black
background with scale bar.

3. For nodule fauna, remove individual specimens after photography and if necessary image under
the photomicroscope camera for higher-resolution.

4. Using the spreadsheet database, assign a specimen number and add a record of the camera
photograph number (normally the best one). Make sure the spreadsheet has enough columns
to cover various different cameras. Add any other relevant data (gear, station, preliminary
identification, notes, etc.).

5. For very large specimens (e.g., big sponges) remove a small piece of tissue and place in
vial labelled with the specimen number. Add chilled 80% ethanol and store in chilled tube
racks. Remainder of specimen can be fixed in formalin or ethanol in a large jar with the same
specimen number.

6. For small specimens the whole animal can go in a microtube vial (normally 2 mL or 20 mL in
size for CCZ organisms). Label and top up with chilled 80% ethanol.

7. Store all samples on chilled tube racks (Figure 14), once samples have built up they can be
transferred to labelled microtube boxes and stored in ´20 ˝C (Figure 14).

8. All data recorded to an on-the-fly lab live sorting spreadsheet (Figure 15).
9. Depending on fixed use, some samples may be fixed in RNAlater (e.g., for metagenomic eDNA

studies) or ´80 ˝C freezer.
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Figure 15. The expected end result of successful live sorting for DNA taxonomy in the CCZ.
(a) An example image database here of 60 different annelid species imaged live; (b) On-the-fly
database creation with end-of-cruise data (typically list of specimens identified to class/family and
sometimes genus).

Protocol—Live sorting for DNA taxonomy—BC and EBS sieved samples
It is recommended that two people are assigned to this task if possible. Typically, one person can

be handling the nodules and large fauna, a second person sorting (picking) animals from the sieved
residues. Once the residues are picked, both people can then help with the photography, fixation and
database work.

1. Small aliquots of the sieved residues are transferred to petri dishes with CFSW. The petri dishes
are then sorted under the microscope using standard picking methods. The petri dishes can be
kept cool by placing them on pre-chilled microscope bases (kept in freezer) or pre-chilled, wet
black cloths

2. Picked animals are sorted initially into major taxon under the microscope (bivalves, polychaetes,
etc.) and kept in small petri dishes on ice (Figure 14)
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3. Once the sort is complete, the residues for the box core sample (i.e., sorted waste) is returned to
the quantitative box core sample. Unwanted EBS sample can be discarded or bulk-fixed

4. Specimens can be cleaned by transferring to new petri dishes and fresh CFSW, for photography.
5. Specimens are photographed using the photomicroscope and strobes (Figure 14)
6. Specimens are transferred to 2 mL microtubes with 80% ethanol and kept chilled, data is added

to the spreadsheet as for the large/nodule fauna protocol above
7. Photographic tips. A clean specimen in clean CFSW on a new petri dish, the dish supported

on a wet black cloth (under the dish) helps to achieve a high-resolution image with black
background (Figure 15). Periodically wetting the black cloth with chilled seawater also helps
to keep the specimen cool

8. Photographic tips. Specimens should be imaged using two strobes in wireless (slave mode) with
the image taken using a remote switch (to avoid vibration). Typically, white balance should be
carefully adjusted to conform to the strobe lighting, and the exposure compensation function
used to prevent over-exposure of any part of the specimen. Patience is required to achieve
good photographs

The end result of the field pipeline is a database of specimens identified to typically family or
better resolution, each specimen imaged several times in high-resolution and stored in ´20 ˝C 80%
ethanol ready for shipment to institutional laboratory (Figure 15).

Protocol—Live sorting for DNA taxonomy—Shipping samples
At the end of long oceanographic research cruises, there is much concern and effort put into the

shipping of samples. For mixed DNA/morphology taxonomic work (excluding RNA work) there is
no need to ship samples frozen. Individual specimens that are picked from the mud and preserved in
80% molecular-grade ethanol can be shipped at room temperature for up to 1 week with no noticeable
decline in preservation standard. Our recommendation is that specimens are shipped by standard
air-freight in 80% ethanol in small quantities following the guidelines of the shipper.

2.3. Laboratory Pipeline

The goal of the laboratory pipeline is to build upon the data and materials collected at sea to
create species hypotheses based on phylogenetic evidence supported by morphological data and
accessible voucher or type materials. These species hypotheses then form the basis of the DNA
taxonomy publications (Section 2.4).

The methods for sequencing of markers such as COI, 18S, 28S and 16S are well described
elsewhere in the scientific literature, and we only briefly describe our methods here as relevant to
work in the CCZ, alongside our table of primers used (Table 1).

Protocol—Laboratory imaging and sampling
On return from the ship, specimens can be kept in the microtubes they were sampled in and in

a normal laboratory fridge (´20 ˝C freezing is not required).

1. All specimens are re-examined using high-power microscopy and imaged for morphological
features (e.g., polychaete chaetae) (Figure 16)

2. A small tissue sample is taken for DNA sequencing, this can be an individual polychaete
parapodia, antenna or slice of body wall. A simple rule is that if the tissue sample is visible
to the naked eye it is big enough for DNA sequencing. A typical minimum we use is a piece of
tissue of 0.5 mm ˆ 0.5 mm, roughly the size of the end of a fine pencil

3. Remainder of the specimen is kept for morphological study or further DNA sampling if required
4. Species hypotheses are created later based on DNA phylogenetics (not before)
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Figure 16. Laboratory pipeline for DNA taxonomy on return to institution (here Natural History
Museum, London). (a) Second set of imaging of important morphological characters (here
a polychaete chaetae); (b) DNA prep lab in the Darwin Centre; (c) Robotic workstation for automated
DNA extraction and sequencing; (d) PCR machine.

Protocol—DNA extraction and sequencing
These are based on well-established protocols but with some modifications for CCZ fauna:

1. Extraction of DNA is undertaken using DNeasy Blood and Tissue Kit (Qiagen) using a Hamilton
Microlab STAR Robotic Workstation (Figure 16)

2. Typically, about 1800 bp of 18S, 800 bp of 28S (D1-D2 region), 450 bp of 16S, and 650 bp of
cytochrome c oxidase subunit I (COI) are amplified using either published or newly-designed
primers (depending on the taxa of choice). Primer pair combination for 16S that is working on
most CCZ phyla is Ann16SF together with 16SbrH. Furthermore, the COI primers originally
designed for polychaetes, polyLCO-polyHCO (Table 1), works well on a range of other phyla,
e.g., Bryozoa, Cnidaria, Echinodermata, Mollusca and Chordata

3. Typically, PCR mixtures contain 1 µL of each primer (10 µM), 2 µL template DNA and 21 µL
of Red Taq DNA Polymerase 1.1ˆ MasterMix (VWR) in a mixture of total 25 µL. The PCR
amplification profile consists of initial denaturation at 95 ˝C for 5 min, 35 cycles of denaturation
at 94 ˝C for 45 s, annealing at 55 ˝C for 45 s, extension at 72 ˝C for 2 min, and a final extension at
72 ˝C for 10 min

4. Typically, PCR products were purified using Millipore Multiscreen 96-well PCR Purification
System, and sequencing was performed on an ABI 3730XL DNA Analyser (Applied Biosystems)
at Sequencing Facility, using the same primers as in the PCR reactions plus two internal primers
for 18S

Protocol—DNA analysis

1. Overlapping sequence fragments are merged into consensus sequences using Geneious [29] and
aligned using MAFFT [30] for 18S, 28S and 16S, and MUSCLE [31] for COI, both programs used
as plugins in Geneious, with default settings
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2. Bayesian phylogenetic analyses (BA) are conducted with MrBayes 3.1.2 [32] following standard
methods for phylogenetic inference

Table 1. Primers used for PCR and sequencing of all benthic CCZ mega- and macrofauna phyla
except crustaceans.

Primer Sequence 51-31 Reference

18S

18SA AYCTGGTTGATCCTGCCAGT [33]
18SB ACCTTGTTACGACTTTTACTTCCTC [34]
620F TAAAGYTGYTGCAGTTAAA [34]

1324R CGGCCATGCACCACC [35]

28S (D1-D2)

C11 ACCCGCTGAATTTAAGCAT [36]
D2 AACTCTCTCMTTCARAGTTC [36]

COI

LCO1490 GGTCAACAAATCATAAAGATATTGG [37]
HCO2198 TAAACTTCAGGGTGACCAAAAAATCA [37]

COI-E TATACTTCTGGGTGTCCGAAGAATCA [38]
polyLCO GAYTATWTTCAACAAATCATAAAGATATTGG [39]
polyHCO TAMACTTCWGGGTGACCAAARAATCA [39]

16S

16SarL CGCCTGTTTATCAAAAACAT [40]
16SbrH CCGGTCTGAACTCAGATCACGT [40]

Ann16SF GCGGTATCCTGACCGTRCWAAGGTA [41]
Ann16SR TCCTAAGCCAACATCGAGGTGCCAA [41]

Protocol—Combined DNA and morphological species hypothesis

1. The phylogenetic trees produced are used to identify consistent monophyletic clades
of specimens and derive phylogenetic species concepts (sensu Donoghue, Nygren and
De Queiroz [42–44])

2. Statistically well-supported clades where “within-clade” sequence variation is lower than
“between-clade” variation are hypothesised as species (Figure 17)

3. Morphological data is condensed for each species concept, and a type, series of types or
voucher allocated

4. Taxonomic species descriptions or records based primarily on genetic data supported by
morphological information to aid identification in the field are produced in a taxonomic data
paper format (Figure 17)

5. Site and associated data are organised into the bioinformatics-standard Darwin Core (DwC) [45]
format to support online publication and data management (Figure 17 and see Section 2.4)
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Figure 17. Abyssal plain DNA Taxonomy. (a) Phylogenetic analysis is used to generate
statistically-supported species hypothesis (here by example a working tree for echinoderms from the
CCZ). (b) Taxonomic species descriptions or records based primarily on genetic data supported by
morphological information to aid identification in the field are produced in a taxonomic data paper
format supported by site data organised into Darwin Core (DwC) format ready for upload to online
databases such as OBIS.

The end result of the laboratory pipeline is the creation of publication-ready taxonomic data
manuscripts that incorporate combined DNA and morphological data. An example is provided in
Glover et al. [46], dealing with the DNA taxonomy of echinoderms from the CCZ.

2.4. Data and Sample Management Pipeline

Data and sample management is of critical importance to both the scientific validity and
long-term value of the taxonomic data produced in the field and laboratory pipelines. With this in
mind, as an example, we describe here the data and sample management pipeline being developed
for the ABYSSLINE DNA taxonomy program.

Recent years have seen a revolution in the availability of online biodiversity data, led by data
systems such as NCBI Genbank [47], the Global Biodiversity Information Facility [48], the World
Register of Marine Species [49] and the Ocean Biogeographic Information System [16]. Whilst
these systems have some overlap in terms of their data content, they have in fact evolved quite
separate niche spaces and are highly complementary. For example, although WoRMS contains species
occurrence data, it is primarily a taxonomic list of names maintained by a network of taxonomic
editors—as such it feeds a highly-updated taxonomic database to systems that use it such as OBIS
and GBIF.

A primary goal of the protocol described here is the output of high-quality taxonomic data to
these open-access data systems supported by a peer-reviewed taxonomic data publication. Recently,
publication systems have been developed that allow for the publication of biological “data papers” in
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a semantically-rich online format that allows instant availability of data on supported web systems,
such as GBIF. These have major advantages over traditional (PDF or print) publication in that the data
within the papers is directly searchable and readable by online systems [50]. This is exemplified by
the use of “Darwin Core” format for species occurrence data, a standardized data format that ensures
data is available to online systems that are compatible, such as GBIF and OBIS.

Protocol—Data and sample management
The protocol described here, is a series of connected workflows that are highly interlinked and

to some degree dependent on the institutional data management systems (Figure 18). We describe
here the protocol for the ABYSSLINE DNA taxonomy project which is likely to be compatible with
most institutional/museum data systems:

1. The data and sample products from the field and laboratory pipelines (which can reach many
thousands of physical objects and data points—e.g., Figure 18) are fed into institutional-level
databases, in the case of ABYSSLINE this is the KE-EMU database (a central NHM database)
and the FreezerPro database (a database for all frozen tissue samples in the Molecular Collection
Facility (MCF) of the NHM)

2. The central institutional databases are used to create Darwin Core (DwC [37]) outputs of species
occurrences and site data to feed into institutional public-facing sites that include the NHM Data
Portal [51] and Scratchpads [52]

3. The DwC outputs are also linked to the taxonomic data papers, in most cases using
semantically-enhanced publications such as Biodiversity Data Journal [50]

4. The physical samples are stored in two long-term collections—the NHM national collection for
ethanol-fixed specimens and the NHM Molecular Collection Facility where tissue samples and
DNA template is stored at ´80 ˝C freezers with backup power systems. These samples are
maintained by the NHM curatorial staff, and accessible to researchers (Figure 19)

5. The DwC outputs from the taxonomic data papers (e.g., Biodiversity Data Journal) are
automatically made available to external databases including GBIF and OBIS, with DNA
sequences available on GenBank

6. DwC outputs can also be used for a project-level (multiple institution) public-facing or project
website to enhance collaboration and data sharing amongst project members during the project
phase, implemented in the Scratchpad

7. All external use of the data or samples is linked to the peer-reviewed data paper which
allow data users a stable DOI citation to use as well as contact details for the authors, and
associated data
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Figure 19. The final resting place for ABYSSLINE tissue and DNA extract samples in the data pipeline
is the ´80 ˝C freezers of the Natural History Museum Molecular Collection Facility. This is a curated
facility with multiple freezers connected to backup power systems and emergency notifications of
power failures designed for the long-term storage (and ability for researchers to sample) DNA and
tissue samples. Here two plates containing echinoderm tissue sample and template DNA are loaded
into the freezer “Polar Bear”.
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3. Discussion and Conclusions

The ultimate goal of our methodological pipeline is to publish quality taxonomic data from the
CCZ abyss to support sound governance and environmental management of the region. The pipeline
describes how to do this in such a way that in future years, given funding for the work to be
undertaken, an online search will we hope reveal a large number of species records from the
area, linked to online publications, genetic data and samples that are all accessible completely
independently of the original researchers that created them. This ensures long-term viability of the
data and the iterative building of biological knowledge of the CCZ. It will also ultimately allow
us to create useful field guides to this part of the ocean, an essential step forward in our baseline
biodiversity knowledge.

There is a considerable cost involved to the generation of these data, and it is vital that
contractors and regulators look carefully at the costs of an environmental baseline survey beyond just
the sampling cruise itself. The first large-scale oceanographic expedition (the Challenger expedition),
which commenced almost 150 years ago, took 4 years to complete, but 19 years for the publication of
results and dissemination of data and samples into accessible museum collections. The accessibility
of those materials means that they are still examined and worked on today. In areas such as the CCZ,
modern biologists need to return not to the methods, but to the fundamental principles that were
used in those early expeditions to ensure the long-term usefulness of their science.

Supplementary Materials: A video file “Glover & Dahlgren 2015 Clarion-Clipperton Zone DNA Taxonomy”
highlighting key aspects of the field methodology is available as supplement to this paper and at
https://youtu.be/Io7NlFKUmYI.
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